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„It only takes as long to wash your hands well as it takes twice to sing
‘Happy Birthday’.”
(Ignaz Semmelweis, widely regarded as discoverer of the clinical benefits of handwashing)

Dear patrons, dear followers, dear staff and colleagues, dear volunteers!
We are extremely pleased to present you with our sixth annual performance and financial
report. We hope that you and your beloved ones are well, physically and mentally unscathed
by the tumultuous events around us.
How should we characterize the year 2020 from a
Kamboo Project point of view? Well, to start with, it
was surprisingly steady and went according to the
plan set out at the end of 2019. Our employees, who
had to work in a home office mode from January to
mid-March 2020, are all healthy. That all in itself is
good news for our organization. That said, the
pandemic has added to the hardship for many
Cambodians, especially in rural areas. Schools were closed for much of 2020, which meant
training possibilities (for hygiene) were limited, and which forced us to visit our students at
their homes. We did so by adhering to the strictest safety standards. There was a bright sight
of the coin to this: we were able not only to reach students, but their entire families.
Consequently, we have touched base with a record number of citizens in 2020, mainly
through our hygiene services and our “Emergency Care Packages”. Never has a training for
a proper handwash had more enthusiastic response from parents, worried about the safety
and sanity of their children, than in this era dictated by invisible disruptors.
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We completed a record six projects. We took the time to intensify our regular follow-up visits
for monitoring and evaluation of previously completed projects. We started a new
programme, roll-out which is well underway. More of that a bit later…
The fact that we had an uprecedented amount of
jobs and work with rural Cambodians shows in
the composition of our team. Next to Mrs.
Somalita Keo (third from left), who by the way
has joined as Board Member in 2020, next to Mr.
Pisey Chin (first from left), our trusted senior
project manager, and next to Ms. Khan Ra
(second from left), our long-time accountant, we
are welcoming Ms. Somnang Pin and Mr. Dy Vorn to the team. While Ms. Pin is taking care of
media documentation and public relations, Mr. Vorn, on a temporary two-year-contract, is
running our hygiene activities. Welcome Somnang! Welcome Dy!
Kamboo Project’s Primary School Programme,
until 2019, has primarily focused on infrastructure
upgrade work such as installing sanitary facilities,
repairing toilets, installing filter systems or
renovating classrooms or entire school buildings.
We have now tapped onto the next steppingstone
in making all these efforts sustainable. Promoted
by our 2019 co-sponsors, the Geberit Company
and Kleine Hilfsaktion e.V., we have embarked on a WASH programme at two schools, which
we have called SHIP (School Hygiene Improvement Programme). Following an extensive
period of research and preparatory work, this programme has started successfully with
teacher and student participation. We plan to conduct this at a further four schools in 2021
and, successful funding provided, a further two schools in 2022, with more to come beyond
that. We believe that this programme is essential to equip teachers, students and their
families with best hygiene practices through workshops with our experts. We strive to
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reduce infection rates, thereby increasing enrollment rates at schools and ultimately reduce
illiteracy rates in the Prasat Bakong District. We therefore find ourselves fully aligned to
Sustainable Development Goals 4 and 6 of the United Nations.
Last but not least, the figures: In the past
year, we have reached out to 9 schools,
almost 10’000 students and more than
38’000 citizens in rural Cambodia to
provide services in our core areas of
Education, Water and Sanitation and
Sustainable Renovation. After a record
year 2019, donations to Kamboo Project
remained at a high level, at just north of CHF 142'000. The ratio of project costs to total costs,
which is so important for managing cash flows to Kamboo Project, reached 89%,
comfortably exceeding our target 80% ratio for a third consecutive year.
Kamboo Project has commenced 2021 in good shape, especially given the external
circumstances, and which are challenging, both for executing projects on time, and for
fundraising. While small donations have practically fallen off the cliff, recurring donors,
patrons as well as institutional sponsors have responded very well to our new hygiene
programme “SHIP”, developed by our local team. This multi-year programme is now fully
funded through to the middle of 2022, and which allows for calm and considerate planning
and visibility as to execution.
Many thanks to you, dear supporters and sponsors, for your trust in our mission! We will
work even harder and smarter to earn your support in the future.
On behalf of the Board of Kamboo Project Switzerland and the team in Cambodia
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Cambodian women and men work
together for an autonomous and
secure future. We support them.

We are a young, results driven Swiss NGO of high
integrity. Thanks to our project experience and
passionate commitment, we ensure, in close
cooperation with local partners, that donations
and volunteer work support the people in
Cambodia effectively and sustainably.

Constituency:
Swiss Association headquartered in Zurich/ZH
Tax:
Exemption status, issued by the Canton of Zurich on November 27, 2014,
and re-certified on October 9, 2018
Licenses:
Switzerland: ZEWO licensed since December 14, 2018
Cambodia: Local license issued by the Ministry of Interior
United Kingdom: CAF registered since August 2016
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Kamboo Project is working in a specific district
called Prasat Bakong District. Kamboo Project
continues working in this area while also expanding
to two districts call Svay Leu and Varin, and based
on the identifiable needs and/or gaps of support
from the public sector. Kamboo Project is working
with multiple schools in the
Prasat

Bakong

District,

promoting specific activities
such as school infrastructure
projects,

hygiene

training,

student school materials and mobility enhancement projects.

Portfolio of Schools
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The SARS-Cov-2 derived pandemic defines our time as a time of what many experts agree is
a global health crisis. This crisis has different regional consequences how people interact as
families, but also how communities organize themselves. Social contracts between citizens
and governing states are being reviewed under the pressure of the virus, even in the First
World. In developing countries, this pandemic has affected economics particularly hard.
Every day people are losing their jobs, are cut off from access to basic food, feed,
infrastructure and sanitary commodities and families endure hardship as their already
modest income is shrinking dramatically.
While Kamboo Project has also
faced significant challenges with
respect to new funding of smaller
operations, we can fortunately say
that our programmes are not
endangered thanks to stable, loyal
donors that provide long-term
support.

Our

operations

have

continued uninterrupted in 2020
and into 2021. Of course, we had to
make necessary adjustments such
as home office and working with
teachers and students in smaller groups. Also, schools have been closed for certain periods
which has led to changes in project scheduling.

We have listed our progress and

achievements further below.
Besides our core activities, we have engaged in emergency help for a change. This as in 2020,
we applied for and received a grant funding from South East Asia Foundation for this project.
We have therefore been able to support more than 300 families of children from our network
of schools with what we call our “Emergency Care Package Project”. Families and students
have received one hand washing device, soapbox, facemask, 20kg of rice, one box of noodles,
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two bottles of soy sauce, and two bottles of fish sauce. We think this is an excellent initiative
to provide food supplies for school children and families in need. In line with our core
activity of sanitary education, we also handed over portable hand washing equipment. We
additionally hooked recipients of the package up for an extensive hygiene training, reaching
school children and their family members at the same time. Parents are key for successful
training while the children are at home and not in school because of the pandemic. Hand
hygiene is a great way to prevent infections. We would like to extend our gratitude to the
South East Asia Foundation for their critical support in these tough times for rural
Cambodians.
Furthermore, although they struggled themselves, our
growing network of small local business partners stood
by Kamboo Project in 2020. These small entrepreneurs
support us through donation boxes, placed at their
facilities, raising awareness of our brand and reminding
people to invest in their communities. Please also refer to
our video Community Support from Small Businesses.
Thank you for your steadfast support!
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In 2020, we have reached the following directly impacted beneficiaries:

9 Schools

9674 Students 38040 Citizens

What We Do

Water and Sanitation

Construction and Renovation

Education

Kamboo Project focuses on three core areas: Water and Sanitation, Sustainable
Construction and Renovation as well as Education. Since our foundation, we have been
working along the lines of these core activities in two programs. Both programs touch on
all three core areas at the same time. First, a program centered around disadvantaged
primary schools. Second, our community development program. Both programs are
subdivided (and budgeted) in new projects on the one hand side and monitoring and
evaluation of existing or completed project work on the other hand.
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The framework for our activities are the seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
of the United Nations, more specifically two of them: Sustainable Development Goal 4 (SDG
4) is the education goal. It aims to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.” How does Kamboo Project support SDG 4?

•

Build and renovate school buildings

•

Provide school materials to children to
fulfill the lack of school material

•

Provide bicycles to children in rural areas.

•

Promote education in the rural school

•

Improve learning conditions for primary
schools in rural areas

•

Provide adequate space of school
infrastructure at good standards

•

Promote teaching quality by upgrading
the physical facilities of schools

•

Sustain community efforts in constructing
and equipping primary schools by
implementing school construction
projects with community participation

•

Introduce how to manage waste on the
school ground and inside classrooms to
Child Support Committee

•

Provide necessary rubbish bins
(recyclable, non-recylable and organic)

•

Build an incinerator/dump rubbish at a
landfill site

•
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Construct/renovate school fences

Sustainable Development Goal 6 (SDG 6) is the sanitation goal. It aims to “ensure availability
and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all.” How does Kamboo Project
support SDG 6?
• Install or renovate drinking water system for
primary schools
• Clean drinking water system regularly
• Water Quality Testing performed once a year
• Build or renovate toilets
• Clean toilet facilities regularly
• Provide hand washing facilities
• Repair and regularly maintain toilet facilities
• Set up a storage for toilet package
• Repair and regularly maintain hand washing
facilities
• Set up storage for hand washing packages
• Clean hand washing facilities regularly
• Repair and regularly maintain drinking water
systems
• Set up storage for drinking water system
packages
• Provide hygiene supplies to families in the
community
• Sustainably improve hygiene practice at
primary schools
• Contribute to improving a healthy and safe
learning environment for students
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Highlights Education
Initiation of “School Hygiene Improvement Program” (SHIP): Tailor-made Hygiene
Programme for Primary Schools with quantifiable benefit over the long-term
Access to water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) is a human right and a critical precondition for
ensuring good health and well-being of school children. As an integral component of an
inclusive and effective learning environment, access to WASH in schools maximizes educational
outcomes. The United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development – its critical
Sustainable Development

Goals 4 and 6 highlight the

importance of improving safe

WASH services, paying

special attention to the needs

of girls and those living with

a disability. Despite the

significant progress made in

recent years in providing

WASH services to all,

however, a significant

proportion of children in the

Siem Reap, Battambang and Banteay Meanchey Provinces of North Western Cambodia still
spend their days in schools that do not provide basic WASH services, compromising their
health and dignity. A survey conducted by the Cambodian Ministry of Rural Development
(MRD) and UNICEF in the two provinces where Kamboo Project is active, 167 elementary and
secondary schools alone are seriously affected by lack of drinking water, latrine dropout, lack of
hand washing facilities and higher than average illiteracy rates, especially with girls. While we
don’t have data for our region, UNICEF estimates that, for all rural areas in Cambodia (which
accounts for an estimated 76% of the population) only 41% of 11-18-year-old girls go to
secondary school and continue to high school. Steered by the expertise of two visiting German
environmental scientists, our local team has developed a Hygiene Programme, that we have
started to roll out at two representative schools. This initial roll-out is being sponsored by the
Singapore-headquartered branch of Swiss sanitary firm Geberit, but who are limiting their
commitment to these two schools.
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Packages of Emergency Care for disadvantaged students and their families
In the most severe cases, Kamboo Project is helping some selected students at our chosen
schools not only with school supply and transportation, but also with food and hygiene
material supply. Affected by Covid-19, many family members of our students lose their job
and need hygiene to avoid the virus contamination, by washing hands. Our “Packages of
Emergency Care” contain one package of rice, noodles, fish sauce, soy sauce, washing
powder, and especially handwashing devices plus training at home.

Student mobility – bicycle projects – cooperation with Austrian market leader
Woom
In 2020, despite closed schools for a considerable period of the year, we were still able to
hand over bicycles to 30 students. The bike breaks crucial barriers. By cycling to and from
school, the children have more energy and free time to learn. The bicycle allows more safety
for female students than when having to walk from their home in the rural area. Here is what
student Meta has to say:
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“Having a bicycle makes it a lot easier. I have no longer get up very early in the morning and
get sweet when I arrive home and no mud on my feed when the rainy season—especially
having time to help my mom with a daily morning work routine like cleaning the house and
opening the store.” We thank our partner, bicycle producer Woom, who have lent and will
lend their generous support in 2020 and 2021. Please click on this to access the impact video
from “Meta“: Kleine Klingel, große Wirkung 🔔

Highlights Construction/Renovation
By the end of 2020, a total of 894 students in two primary schools had access to safer, more
comfortable, better equipped and more hygienic school facilities.

Ta Ei Primary School
This project inspired the local teachers to contribute to fundraising through their own
initiative, using their own network. It is particularly gratifying that 25% of the necessary
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investment

funds

were

collected and donated by school
employees themselves, entirely
in the spirit “help for self-help”.
Ta Ei Primary School and
Kamboo Project would like to
thank Kleine Hilfsaktion e.V., as
well

as

the

Ehrensperger
Germany

Böttcher
families

and

and
from

Switzerland,

respectively. Their generous financial support facilitated the installation of new roofs, floors,
windows, doors, and walls. The students no longer have to learn dangerously under a leaking
roof or on a holey classroom floor.
Message from the school headmaster:
“It was fortunate for our school that Kamboo
Project could still make our dream come true. We
have been waiting for this project to happen for a
long time. The students are excited to see the new
school after a long-time break because of the
Covid-19

pandemic.

Upgrading

the

school

infrastructure also motivates the parents and
students to come to school. We can already see a tangible
increase in the number of students enrolled at Ta Ei
School for the next school year (started Nov 2020).
Moreover, it encourages the teachers to continue
renovating a second building by fundraising from
communities and through the school budget. We are
proud to work with Kamboo Project and the donor Kleine
Hilfsaktion e.V. We wish you health and good luck.”
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Chea Smon Primary School
In 2020, we were able to contribute to school infrastructure development at Chea Smon
Primary School – which provides education for more than 600 students – as follows:
1. Two school buildings renovated (comprising ten classrooms), fixing the roof,
including the roof system, improving the doors, windows, and floor, and repainting
the classroom buildings.
2. Renovate toilet house (eight toilet rooms), fixing the entire toilet, repainting and
fixing the feet, and install four urinals for male students.
3. Install fans and electric wiring for each room.
4. Renovate the warehouse: Replace the roof and wall and painting for both sides and
install the window and door for lockable.
5. Renovate a teacher's office, create one big meeting room, and school principal office
room so teachers can have some space for discussion on their teaching challenges.
6. Renovate the parking area for safety and gardening around the school for a fresh
environment
Please see the video that our team made after the project was done. Please click on the like
to access the video: Chea Smon Renovation

We want to express gratitude to
our Swiss corporate sponsor (that
prefers to stay anonymous) for
making this fantastic work happen.
Everyone at Chea Smon primary
school – mostly all of its students
were excited to see the upgraded,
safer and more modern infrastructure when they returned to
school in November after the
summer break and Covid-lockdown.
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Highlights Water and Sanitation
Kamboo Project still focuses on Water and Sanitation as part of both, the school as well as
the community development programmes. The two schools - Arranh Rangsey and Wat Roka
Primary Schools - that were supported by the “Geberit Social Project” in 2019 continue to be
monitored and evaluated by our water and sanitation indicator protocol. The same applies
to seven other schools, where we had previously (2017-19) carried out infrastructure work.
While in 2017-19, we provided water towers with integrated filter system equipment that
cleans the groundwater, our focus in 2020 was on water quality control, and spare part
replacement.
We do the work to be a role model for the school and help them during the transition period
towards managing water supply on their own and independently. We want to ensure, for
several years to come, that water quality is within guidelines. In this context, we continue to
help these schools through technical, training and financial support. We have come up with
a plan for each of the schools to take over responsibility for water management after three
years. To ensure a transition towards sustainable self-help, we have agreed that in year one,
100% of the maintenance fee will be carried by Kamboo Project. Our contribution will fall to
70%, in year two, and to 20% in year three, while in year the respective school council will
be 100% responsible for maintenance costs related to the water towers and filters. Before
handover of infrastructure and equipment to each school, the Kamboo Project team
conducted several training sessions, instructing all teachers on usage and maintenance
procedures.
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Mr. Kham Borin of the Provincial Department of
Education responsible for schools in the Prasat
Bakong has been aligned to school and Kamboo
Project activities all along. Without Geberit and
Kamboo Project, says Mr. Borin, the development
projects of the district schools would have taken
much more time. At this point in time, all teachers
at, for example, Arranh Rangsey Primary school are
promoting and actively undertaking community
fundraising initiatives to further improve school
infrastructure. We extend our gratitude to Geberit for kickstarting this great series of school
projects.
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Cycle for a better life – version three accomplished!
Sector Mission & Goals

Mission
Education
Operate in the spirit of
United Nations‘ Goal #3 Good Health and WellBeing.
“Education for All“ and lead children out of illiteracy/
poverty.

Sector Goals
Education

Participants/Input

District Department of Education Youth and
Sport in Prasat Bakong District. Commune and
Village Chief. The Principle and Teachers.

Beneficiaries:
The Students at Phum Steung Primary Schools.
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Impact on local community

This leads to stronger like lihood
Time Frame:
Number of Beneficiaries:
that secondary education will be
Delivered on 19th November 2020
Total 23 pupils (12girls) at Phum Steung Primary School
undertake. Within the family, having
one child attend promotes the like
Kamboo Project Team
Results of Input:
lihood of the other children
attending. The high illiteracy and
The students has bicycle for their transportation. By cycling to and
school dropout rate will decrease
Local Team
from school, the students has more time and energy for their study. and the community can develop by
The bicycles allows more safety for femal students compared to when having educated citizens. Like this,
Kamboo Project Partners
having to walk from their home in rural area.
we not only make a difference for
the child but also a better future for
Individual donor donated through Global Giving
the family/community.
Page.

Official Stakeholders:
The bicycles break crucial barriers, by making school
enrolment more accessible to the most underprivileged
children, so they can easily attend more reqularly and
receive much needed education.

Output

Packages of Emergency Care_Covid 19 respond fund
Sector Mission & Goals

Participants/Input

Mission

Time Frame:

Education

Since March 2020 and continuce

Operate in the spirit of
United Nations‘ Goal #3 Good Health and WellBeing.
“Education for All“ and lead children out of illiteracy/
poverty.

Kamboo Project Team

Sector Goals

Kamboo Project Partners

Education

1- S.E Asia Foundation
2- Individual donors

Local Team and Mr Andreas Flober

Official Stakeholders:
Covid 19 implication by distribution the food to
community for Children well-being.

District Department of Education Youth and Sport
in Prasat Bakong District. Commune and Village
Chief. The Principle and Teachers.

Output

Impact on local community

Number of Beneficiaries:
We have delivered packages of emergency
1- 100 students at Sna Sangkream Primary School
care sent to remote primary school
2- 33 students at Beong Chum Primary School
students due to labor shortages and lack
3- 30 Students at Momeanh Primary School
of financial stability during the global
4- 100 Families at Praah Neangkol Village,
pandemic of their parients. At this point in
time they have little or no access to basic
foodstuffs that they can provide for their
Results of Input:
children.

The packages are one hand washing equipment,
Soap and soapbox, facemask, 20kg of rice, one
box of noodles, 2bottles of soy sauce, and
2bottles of fish sources, plus Covid 19 prevention
poster

Moreover the handwashing facilities is
helping the kids to continuce practices
handwashing while they are at home to
prevents the virus infected by dirty hand,
especially Covid 19 prevention.

Beneficiaries:
1- The students at Sna Sangkream Primary School2- The students at Beong Chum Primary School3- The students at Momeanh Primary School4- The villager
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Infrastructure for Ta Ei Primary School
Sector Mission & Goals

Participants/Input

Output

Impact on local community

Mission

Time Frame:

Number of Beneficiaries:

Investing responsibly into local education sector:

Construction & Renovation

20th April to 7th September 2020

Operate in the spirit of
United Nations‘ Goal #3 Good Health and Well-Being.
“Education for All“ and lead children out of illiteracy/
poverty.

Kamboo Project Team

Sector Goals

Kamboo Project Partners/Suppliers

Construction & Renovation

Our ambition is to allow underprivileged children who
live in remote areas access to safe and good condition
school buildings for their better quarlity education.

Local Team

1-Roland and Nadine from “Kleine Hilfsaktion e.V.”
2-Communitee
3-Kamboo Project

Official Stakeholders:
District Department of Education Youth and Sport in
Prasat Bakong District. Commune and Village Chief.

Beneficiaries:
Local construction company (SSPC), School support
committee and Teachers.
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The project will help children 292students
The upgrade in school infrastructure is publicised
(139girls) who attend Ta Ei Primary School and in the local villages is to promote learning sector or
11 Teachers (6 woman).
important of education to the family in the rural
area. The high illiteracy and school dropout rate
Results of Input:
will decrease and the community can develop by
having educated citizens. Like this, we not only
1-Built a new school roof for one school
make a difference for the children but also a
building which has 5 classrooms.
better future for the family/community.
2-Build a new floor for two school building
which has 9 classrooms.
3-School Painting for both inside and outside of
the three school buildings.
4-Reparing the school door and windows for
three school buildings.
5-Build new garbage burning place.

Infrastructure for Chea Smon Primary School
Sector Mission & Goals

Mission

Participants/Input

Time Frame:

Output

Number of Beneficiaries:

Impact on local community
Investing responsibly into
local education sector:

The project will help children 571students (282girls) who
attend Chea Smon Primary School and 20 Teachers (15 The upgrade in school infrastructure is
female).
publicised in the local villages is to promote
learning sector or important of education to
Results of Input:
Kamboo Project Team
Operate in the spirit of
the family in the rural area. The high illiteracy
United Nations‘ Goal #3 Good Health and Well-Being.
1- Two school building renovations (ten classrooms),
and school dropout rate will decrease and the
“Education for All“ and lead children out of illiteracy/ poverty.
Local Team
Fixing the roof included with the roof system, Fixing the community can develop by having educated
doors and windows and Floors and repainting for
citizens. Like this, we not only make a
Kamboo Project Partners
Sector Goals
outside of the classroom building.
difference for the children but also a better
Construction/Renovation
2-Renovate toilet house (Eight toilet rooms), Fixing the future for the family/community.
1-Partner Group
entire toilet and re-painting and fixing the floors and
installing four urinals for boy students.
Official Stakeholders:
3-Install the fans and electricity cables each rooms
Our ambition is to allow underprivileged Children who live in remote
District Department of Education Youth and 4-Renovate the warehouse: Replace the roof and wall
areas access to :
Sport in Prasat Bakong District. Commune and and painting for both side and install the window, door
1- Safe and good condition school buildings for their better quarlity
Village Chief.
for lockable.
education.
5-Renovate teacher office. Install plaster board for
2- Safe and good condition of Toilet which included urinal part. This Beneficiaries:
making one big meeting room, confidential room and
is to promote hygiene in the primary school.
school principal office room.
Local construction company (SSPC), School
6-Renovate the parking area and the Gardening around
support committee and Teachers.
the school.
Construction & Renovation
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24th June to 7th September 2020

School Hygiene Improvement Program
Sector Mission & Goals

Participants/Input

Output

Mission

Time Frame:

Number of Beneficiaries:

Education
Operate in the spirit of
United Nations‘ Goal #3 Good Health and WellBeing.
“Education for All“ and lead children out of illiteracy/
poverty.

October 2020 - Present

Total 3,069 pupils (1,499girls) at Six Primary School

Kamboo Project Team

Results of Input:

Sector Goals
Education

Our desired goal is to sustainably improve hygiene
practices at all the primary schools which our donors
support and have supported with infrastructure
upgrades.

Impact on local community

1- Increased hygiene knowledge among teachers (teaching
staff)
2- Increased hygiene knowledge among students
Kamboo Project Partners
3- Participants are aware of hygiene topics through school
1-Clariant Foundation
campaigns
2-Vontobel Foundation
4- Hygiene infrastracture functional
3- Geberit Company
5- Focal teacher(s) knowledgeable of maintaining and
repairing the drinking water system, toilet facilities,
Official Stakeholders:
handwashing facilities, and water sources
District Department of Education Youth and Sport in Prasat
6- Clean school premises
Bakong District. Commune and Village Chief. The Principle
and Teachers.
Local Team

Contribute to improving a healthy
and safe learning environment for
students in Six Primary Schools
based in Prasat Bakong District
through indicators of achievement
as below:
1- Perception on students’
satisfaction with hygiene status
2- Behavior change in students
toward hygiene
The people around that place will
use clean water to give them
security and hygiene in their family
and living environment in their
community.

Beneficiaries:
Total Six Primary Schools based in Prasat Bakong District.

Drinking Water Maintenance
Sector Mission & Goals

Mission

Participants/Input

Time Frame:

Education
October 2020 - Present
Operate in the spirit of
Kamboo Project Team
United Nations‘ Goal #3 Good Health and WellBeing.
“Education for All“ and lead children out of illiteracy/ Local Team
poverty.

Sector Goals

Output

Number of Beneficiaries:
Total 1,562 pupils (737girls) at two Primary Schools

Results of Input:

Kamboo Project Partners

Education
1- Geberit Company

Official Stakeholders:
Our desired goal is to maintain the quarlity of the
drinking water for a pariod of time which our donors
support and have supported with infrastructure
upgrades, and build up school ownership

District Department of Education Youth and Sport in
Prasat Bakong District. Commune and Village Chief.
The Principle and Teachers.

Beneficiaries:
Two Primary Schools based in Prasat Bakong District.
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Impact on local community

The school received regular maintenance, which 100%
support of finance from the Kamboo Project. The
water is still high quality to use.

The people around that place will use
clean water to give them security and
hygiene in their family and living
environment in their community.

1.

The present financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the provisions
of Swiss law, in particular the articles on the commercial accounting and accounting of
Swiss GAAP FER 21 for Non-Profit Organizations. Kamboo Project’s fiscal year ends on
December 31 of each reporting year.

2.

In particular, the income statement is prepared according to the principle of gross
accounting. As a result, fundraising expenses and the resulting donation income are not
at all offset against each other.

3.

For the period considered, all donations were non-dedicated and therefore freely
available. There are no recurring donations (permanent standing orders) to be
mentioned, nor any contributions from the public sector ("Public Private Partnerships").
There is currently no need for so-called Earmarked Fund Capital („zweckgebundenes
Fondskapital“).

4.

The last five financial statements, 2016 through to 2020, have been audited by our
trustee, thv AG Aarau. From 2017, the income statement have been presented in
accordance with the standards for Swiss aid organizations recommended by the ZEWO
Foundation The figures and accounts for 2015 were not audited but taken into
consideration by our trustee, as they serve as year-over-year comparables for the 2016
accounts. The accounts for 2015 were prepared strictly along the lines of the same
principles, rules and chart of accounts that were applied for those of 2016-2020. As such,
Kamboo Project would like to relay trust in consistency of its accounting framework and
financial reporting, and now for six consecutive years.

5.

In addition to the financial statements for Switzerland, this report also details the
operating accounts for our activities in Cambodia, our only foreign representation, and
in particular an activity report designed to provide transparency for the use of funds
transferred from Switzerland to Cambodia. The operating account was installed,
monitored and validated by our local accounting department, and the reporting
currency is USD. The chart of accounts between the two countries is fully aligned.

6.

Kamboo Project has no participations held by or held in other associations or companies.
Kamboo Project operates an office in Cambodia. This is predominantly – but not
exclusively - financed by transferring funds from Kamboo Project Switzerland.
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(01 Jan 2020 – 31 Dec 2020, CHF, German only)
Anhang
Bezeichnung

01.01.2020 - 31.12.2020

01.01.2019 - 31.12.2019

Erträge zweckgebunden
Konto 3000: Spendenertrag Privatpersonen
Konto 3001: Spendenertrag Gönner
Konto 3002: Spendenertrag Institution

9'386

14'141

10'627

5'115

7'000

11'040

114'457

158'868

Konto 3004: Mitgliedsbeitäge Verein

648

720

Konto 3100: Spendenertrag Kambodscha von Schweiz

-

-

Konto 3003: Spendenertrag Fördermittel (Grants)

Totale Erträge zweckgebunden

142'118

189'884

65'737

176'806

65'737

176'806

Aufwand
Projekt- und Dienstleistungsaufwand
Konto 4100 Übertrag an Partnerorganisation in Kambodscha

E1

Totaler Projekt- und Dienstleistungsaufwand
Mittelbeschaffungsaufwand
Konto 6600 Werbeveranstaltungen, Inserate, Drucksachen, Medien

3'932

3'689

3'932

3'689

Konto 5683 Personalspesen Schweiz (Vorstand)

-

-

Konto 5821 Verpflegungsspesen (Vorstand)

-

-

Totaler Mittelbeschaffungsaufwand

E2

Administrativer Aufwand

Konto 5880 Personalanlässe

-

-

1'423

1'388

Konto 6530 Buchführung und Revision

1'444

1'865

Konto 6640 Reisespesen (Volontariate)

-

-

Konto 6132 Informatikdienstleistungen

E2

Konto 6513 Porti

Konto 6641 Verpflegungsspesen (Volontariate)

-

Totaler Administrativer Aufwand

2'867

3'254

BETRIEBSAUFWAND, TOTAL

72'536

183'749

Konto 6940 Bankspesen

560

1'179

Konto 6949 Währungsverluste

861

41

Konto 6999 Währungsgewinne

-489

Totales Finanzergebnis

Jahresergebnis

remark: audited based on ZEWO standards
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E3

1'421

732

68'161

5'403

(31 Dec 2020, CHF, German only)

Bezeichnung

Anhang

31.12.2020

31.12.2019
%

Abweichung
%

%

AKTIVEN
Bankguthaben
Sonstige kurzfristige Forderungen
Vorräte
Wertberichtigung Vorräte
Aktive Rechnugnsabgrenzung
Umlaufvermögen

81'015
81'015

Finanzanlagen
Sachanlagen
Anlagenvermögen

100.0

-

Aktiven

81'015

13'117
13'117

100.0

100.0

13'117

67'898
67'898
-

100.0

67'898

PASSIVEN
Verbindlichkeiten aus Lieferungen und Leistungen
Übrige kurzfristige Verbindlichkeiten
Passive Rechnungsabgrenzungen
Passive Rechnungsabgrenzungen
Kurzfristige Verbindlichkeiten
Langfristige verzinsliche Verbindlichkeiten
Langfristige Verbindlichkeiten
FREMDKAPITAL

Vereinskapital
Organisationskapital

969
100
1'069

1'332
1'332

-362
100
-262

-

-

-

1'069

1.3

1'332

10.2

-262

8'000
8'000

6'595
6'595

1'405
1'405

Gewinn- / Verlustvortrag
Jahresergebnis
Bilanzergebnis

3'785
68'161
71'946

-213
5'403
5'190

3'998
62'757
66'755

EIGENKAPITAL

79'946

98.7

11'785

89.8

68'161

81'015

100.0

13'117

100.0

67'898

PASSIVEN
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B1

-19.7

(01 Jan 2020 – 31 Dec 2020, CHF, German only)
Bezeichnung

2020

2019

Abweichung

%

Jahresgewinn
Geldfluss aus Betriebstätigkeit
Investitionen in Sachanlagen
Devestitionen von Sachanlagen
Geldfluss aus Investitionstätigkeit
Veränderung kurzfristige Verbindlichkeiten
Veränderung übrige langfristige Verbindlichkeiten
Veränderung Vereinskapital
Geldfluss aus Finanzierungstätigkeit

68'161
68'161
-

%

100.4

-

-262
-

5'403
5'403
-

%

92.2

-

62'757
62'757
-

460

7.8

-722

100.0

62'034

-262

-0.4

460

VERÄNDERUNG NETTO FLÜSSIGE MITTEL

67'898

100.0

5'863

Netto flüssige Mittel per 1. Januar
Netto flüssige Mittel per 31. Dezember

13'117
81'015

7'253
13'117

5'864
67'898

VERÄNDERUNG NETTO FLÜSSIGE MITTEL

67'898

5'864

62'034
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Notes to the Income Statement:
E1: Transfer of funds to Kamboo Project Cambodia: A large majority of donations are
received in Switzerland. On a regular basis funds are transferred to Kamboo Project in
Cambodia, so projects can be implemented on the ground. The annual report provides
detailed information on the use of these financial resources.
E2: Other operating expenses: Marketing, IT and donation acquisition are by and large
carried out by Kamboo Project Switzerland. These expenses are invoiced in Switzerland.
Board member Kim Thurnherr charged the association with IT service contracts of CHF
1053 (CHF 1388 in 2019) through his company KDT-Solutions. The board made sure in
advance that KDT-Solutions offset market-competitive hourly rates.
E3: Tax: Since November 27, 2014, United Asia Charity is exempt from tax and donations
are tax deductible. The renamed organization Kamboo Project has been exempt from tax
since October 8, 2018 and the donations are tax-deductible.

Notes to the Balance Sheet:
B1: Capital of the Association: At the time of the balance sheet preparation, Kamboo
Project only has so-called 'organizational capital' (non-dedicated, ‘free’ funds) and no ‘fund
capital‘ at all (third-party funding earmarked for specific use). In a meeting dated 16
December, 2020, the Board decided unanimously to strengthen the organizational capital
by CHF 1'405.
A statement of Changes to called-up capital/equity according to Swiss GAAP FER 21 is not
required at this time.
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Jan - Dec 20
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
3000 · Donation from private person
3002 · Donation from institutions

782.50
4'450.00

3100 · Transfer from KP CH to KHM

68'187.00

Billable Expense Income 2019

-3'100.00

Total Income
Gross Profit

70'319.50
70'319.50

Expense
5600 · Salary Expenses

6'489.82

5681 · Education, Seminars

1'393.36

5689 · Other personal expenses & benef

3'012.24

5880 · Costs for internal events
6000 · Rental
6031 · Utilities
6130 · Office Furniture
6132 · IT Costs
6200 · Vehicles

45.00
3'036.00
479.57
39.00
292.50
20.00

6300 · Insurance costs

793.50

6500 · Office Supplies Stationary

483.57

6510 · Telephone costs

2.00

6512 · Internet

144.00

6513 · Stamps, Postal

123.38

6600 · Marketing & Advertisement

977.83

6640 · Travel

13.78

6641 · Meal Allowances

407.62

6642 · Accommodation

13.50

6800 · Project Costs
6810 · Direct Constructor cost

29'165.00

6840 · Supplies and materials

4'375.05

6850 · Project Travel

255.21

6860 · Project Per diem

617.52

6880 · Project Salary
Total 6800 · Project Costs

6940 · Bank fees
Total Expense

Net Ordinary Income
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15'091.40
49'504.18

181.67
67'452.52

2'866.98

Dec 31, 20
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
1001 · ABA Cash Account Kamboo Project
1005 · Kasse USD (Cash on hand)
Total Checking/Savings

1'414.12
36.14
1'450.26

Other Current Assets
1400 · Prepaid Expenses
1401 · Prepaid Staff Insurance
1402 · Prepaid Rental

379.98
1'610.00

1403 · Prepaid Water Usage

30.00

1404 · Prepaid Internet

96.00

1400 · Prepaid Expenses - Other

-230.00

Total 1400 · Prepaid Expenses

1'885.98

1500 · Employee Cash Advance

1'175.65

Total Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

3'061.63
4'511.89
4'511.89

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Other Current Liabilities
2000 · Salary Tax Payable
Total Other Current Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities

31.35
31.35
31.35
31.35

Equity
3004 · Opening Balance Equity.

4'642.76

32000 · Unrestricted Net Assets

-3'027.66

Net Income
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY
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2'865.44
4'480.54
4'511.89

The present budget was approved by the General Assembly. It is based on the proposal
of the Board and is unaudited (German only):
Ist 2017

Ist 2018

Ist 2019 Soll 2020

Ist 2020

Soll 2021
10'000

Erträge
Konto 3000: Spendenertrag Privatpersonen

CHF

17'943

18'201

14'141

15'000

9'386

Konto 3001: Spendenertrag Gönner

CHF

-

3'735

5'115

7'500

10'627

9'500

Konto 3002: Spendenertrag Institution

CHF

9'072

16'533

11'040

16'000

7'000

30'000

Konto 3003: Spendenertrag Fördermittel

CHF

10'000

-

23'868

35'000

114'457

30'000

Konto 3004: Mitgliedsbeitäge Verein

CHF

450

720

500

649

500

Konto 3050: Projektgebundene Spenden

CHF

135'000

11'000

Konto 3100: Spendenertrag Kambodscha von Schweiz

CHF

896

Totale Erträge

CHF

38'362

850
39'319

-

-

189'884

85'000

142'118

80'000

Aufwand (nach Zewo):
Projekt- und Dienstleistungsaufwand (nach ZEWO)
Konto 4100 Übertrag an Partnerorganisation in Kambodscha

CHF

19'246

39'315

176'806

75'000

65'737

100'000

Totaler Projekt- und Dienstleistungsaufwand (nach ZEWO)

CHF

19'246

39'315

176'806

75'000

65'737

100'000

Mittelbeschaffungsaufwand (nach ZEWO)
Konto 6600 Werbeveranstaltungen, Inserate, Drucksachen, Medien CHF

1'871

4'890

3'689

10'000

3'932

2'000

Totaler Mittelbeschaffungsaufwand (nach ZEWO)

CHF

1'871

4'890

3'689

10'000

3'932

2'000

Konto 5683 Personalspesen Schweiz (Vorstand)

CHF

2'102

-

-

-

-

-

Konto 5821 Verpflegungsspesen (Vorstand)

CHF

-

78

-

-

-

-

Konto 5880 Personalanlässe

CHF

-
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Konto 6132 Informatikdienstleistungen

CHF

3'719

863

1'388

1'250

1'423

1'500

Konto 6513 Porti

CHF

160

10

-

-

-

Konto 6530 Buchführung und Revision

CHF

1'275

1'338

1'865

1'500

1'444

1'500

Konto 6640 Reisespesen (Volontariate)

CHF

1'730

-

-

-

-

-

Konto 6641 Verpflegungsspesen (Volontariate)

CHF

-

170

-

-

-

Konto 6940 Bankspesen

CHF

544

511

1'179

1'000

560

1'000

Konto 6949 Währungsverluste

CHF

861

-

Konto 6999 Währungsgewinne

CHF

-

Totaler Administrativer Aufwand (nach ZEWO)

CHF

AUFWAND, TOTAL (nach ZEWO)
Netto Gewinn/(Verlust)

Administrativer Aufwand (nach ZEWO)

Projects
Marketing
Admin
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1

-

88

41

-

-16

-489

-

9'530

3'084

3'985

3'750

4'288

4'000

CHF

30'648

47'289

184'480

88'750

73'957

106'000

CHF

7'714

-7'970

5'403

-3'750

68'161

-26'000

cost (%-split gemäss ZEWO)
2017
2018
2019
63%
83%
96%
6%
10%
2%
31%
7%
2%

2020
89%
5%
6%

-

2021E
94%
2%
4%

Financial risk
Kamboo Project might not be able to raise the required total amount for specific project
commitments and thus lose funding in the form of funds or 'grants'. This can put at risk the
continued functioning of the association.
Kamboo Project might err in budgeting, and effective project costs could significantly
exceed projected costs. Cambodia currently has high rates of inflation in wages, rents,
electricity and land ownership.
Kamboo Project might not have enough funds available in the form of free resources (e.g.,
membership fees, non-dedicated grants) to cover its fixed and overhead costs.

Operational risk
Kamboo Project might hire unqualified personnel in the context of assembling construction
teams, which could lead to delays or even strikes.
Persistent monsoon storms (especially between July and September) might destroy
essential infrastructure during project preparation, especially during early stages of a
construction project.
The legal situation regarding land ownership in Cambodia is at times less transparent and
Kamboo Project might not protect itself sufficiently against property confiscation. Kamboo
Project has for the time being made a conscious decision not to acquire any land. According
to local Property Law, the Khmer share of ownership in property must be at least 50.1%
anyway.
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Political risk
We firmly believe that we are prepared for economic headwinds since we are predominantly
financed from abroad. We are also currently looking for partnerships with local grassroots
organizations to mitigate risk. We are not, however, immune to any incipient acts of violence
or unrest, and would have to postpone or cancel projects under such scenario.

Legal risk (licensing)
Kamboo Project has obtained a local license from the Ministry of Economy and Finance in
Cambodia, while many other NGOs prefer the International License (to be issued by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs). Since 2017, legislators have been calling for more stringent
requirements for the recertification, which is pending every three years. These requirements
are accompanied by regular, strict controls. Many NGOs are therefore struggling with
successful licensing and need to raise their internal processes and reporting, project and
financial transparency to a higher level. This could also increase our administrative
burden in Cambodia over time. In the worst case, Kamboo Project could lose critical local
licenses if it violates local laws and policies.
We protect ourselves against this by establishing in 2017 a three-member board on site with
a great deal of experience in financial supervision and government affairs. We also believe
that we have established "best-in-class" local governance from the start. This was reconfirmed twice, most recently in February 2019.
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Risks specific to Kamboo Project
Kamboo Project might be deprived of critical local licenses if it violated laws and guidelines
for NGOs.
Important employees might defect and join peer organizations or leave to enter into the
commercial industry or may require longer absence period due to illness.
Kamboo Project could lose the trust of important stakeholders in projects: village citizens,
village chiefs, teaching staff at schools, parents, collaborators, provincial authorities, donors,
and many more.

Kamboo Project - risk prevention is a part of our DNA:
permanent in-house evaluation

Source: Kamboo Project
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Our project selection follows a concept developed by our local employees together with the
Swiss Executive Board, to which we strictly adhere:
implementing a project
Do not
pursue

Continuous
improving

No

Compatible with
Vision, Mission,
Goals, ethical
principles?
No obvious NoGos?

Team Cambodia
monitors and
documents
effectiveness and
impact

START
Team Cambodia
looks out for
projects

Pre-Selection

Yes
Finance Team
reserves budget
and prepares
bank transfers

Team Cambodia
conducts research and
creates detailed plan &
budget

Board empowers
Team Cambodia
"Good to go"

Yes
Board completes
fundraising for
project

Team Cambodia fills in
Powerpoint Project Request
Form and sends to Project
Steering Comittee
(Thomas, Stephan, Joe)

Steering Comitte
evaluates fulfillment of
project criteria and
gathers further
information

Yes

Do not
pursue

Compatible
with project
criteria?

Do not
pursue
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Board approves
as suitable
project

No

No

Source: Kamboo Project

Team Cambodia
executes project

Overall
strategic
check ok?
compatible
with finances?

Yes

Steering Comittee
proposes project
to Board

No

Do not
pursue

Our organization and governance consist of two parts that complement each other. We
manage project strategy, fundraising, administration and use of funding and donations,
information technology, legal, finance and audit from Switzerland (headquarter: Zurich). Our
operational center, including project management, liaison with authorities and voluntary
work, is located in Siem Reap, Cambodia.
The highest body is the General Assembly, which was convened once in 2020, in accordance
with the Articles. The Executive Board met six times in 2020.
The Executive Board consists of:
1. Thomas Gilbert (* 1971), Ph.D., President, is a trained natural scientist and high school
teacher.
2. Kim Thurnherr (* 1992), Vice-President, is an IT service provider, self-employed and
Managing Director of KDT-Solutions.
3. Stephan Lienin (* 1970), Ph.D., is a natural scientist, longtime corporate consultant for
sustainability and co-founder of Sustainserv (Zurich, Boston).
4. Somalita Keo (* 1987), MBA, Country Manager of Kamboo Project in Cambodia. Somalita
has a proven background in financial management, with ten+ years on-the-ground
experience of the Cambodian NGO sector.
5. Joe Lang (* 1988) is employed as co-managing director of QualiClean GmbH. 1

1

Joe Lang left the Management Board at 31 March 2021 at his own request and has since been replaced by Mr.
Stefan Pfister (Davos, CH), who has worked in the NGO sector in Cambodia for more than ten years.
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Donate with one of the payment processes provided below. We appreciate
and welcome your contribution, even more so if you would like to specify
the project or the project type that you want us to support on your behalf!
Thank you very much, your Kamboo Project.

Financing concrete projects
1.
2.
3.
4.

You donate for a concrete project, which appeals most to you. See Project Overview
Your donation flows directly into the chosen project.
You monitor of the progress and sustainability of the projects online.
Even with what one would consider a ‚moderate‘ one-time donation, you can help alleviate
the sufferings of the rural population.

Become a patron / ongoing membership
1. Support Kamboo Project with an annual donation.
2. You can become a patron contributing from CHF 100 USD per year.
3. As a patron, you are measurably backing the build-up work of Kamboo Project and support
the coverage of fixed costs in Cambodia (notably ongoing salaries and rent due)

Uncomplicated, immediate support
1. Donate quickly, safely and in an uncomplicated manner.
2. Your donation is used directly where it is most needed.
3. In the case of larger donations, you can contact us directly and discuss with us where exactly
you would like us to deploy your funds.
4. We offer numerous ways to make a financial contribution: Post Finance, Bank Wire, Credit
Card, PayPal, Ammado and The Charities Aid Foundation (Tax-free grants and donations out
of the United Kingdom).

Volunteering and Internships.
For volunteering, please consult: Get Involved!
For internships, please consult: Kamboo Project has rolled out an Internship Programme
For further information on the different donation possibilities, please visit our website:
We support Kamboo Project and Cambodia
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Philanthropists stopping by
Think of patrons who donate, but at the same
time also provide hands-on aid. Donors who
prefer to coordinate how their contribution is
used, plus learn about the culture of an exciting,
underrecognized part of Asia. It is also possible
for you to visit our site at any time, to visit our
work, and even to support projects. This way, you
can see in action how and where the funds flow.
Our Cambodian office is located in the outskirts of Siem Reap (about 20 minutes by Tuk-Tuk
from the airport // to the city center: less than 2 miles or 10 minutes by bike, 5-7 minutes by
Tuk-Tuk, respectively). We offer guests the opportunity to stay overnight undisturbed and
with respectful distance, yet be close to the team.

Our local address:
Kamboo Project Organization
House No 57
Treang Village
Slorkram Commune
Siem Reap Province
Cambodia

Contact us via courier or via e-mail:
Kamboo Project
Auf der Mauer 2
CH-8001 Zurich
Switzerland

info@kamboo-project@ngo
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vorstand@kamboo-project.ngo
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